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Abstract
This report describes floodgate monitoring efforts for the Fisher Slough floodgate, located in the South
Fork Skagit River tidal delta. Monitoring results relate to measurements of floodgate door openness,
water depth, water surface elevation, and floodgate operation for Water Year 2014 (WY2014), the
period of October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2014. The floodgate was originally installed to provide
flood protection from Skagit River floods to the Fisher Slough basin. In 2009, old barn-style doors were
replaced with a self-regulating floodgate designed to improve fish passage and tidal exchange through
the gates while still maintaining flood protection. Per an agreement with The Nature Conservancy the
water velocity criterion was not evaluated this year.
We compare monitoring results to floodgate operational criteria that were established based on fish
passage and flood protection needs. We also discuss monitoring results and criteria in order to provide
information useful to adaptively manage the Fisher Slough floodgate, if necessary, to achieve and
balance its multiple objectives of fish passage, flood protection, drainage, and irrigation.
Monitoring equipment used to collect water surface elevation (WSE) and floodgate door openness data,
retrofitted with new data loggers at the start of WY2014 were shown to collect results accurately for
WSE.
Fisher Slough floodgate operation did not meet all management criteria during WY2014. During the
Fall/Winter Flood Control Period the criterion that the floodgate doors be set to close at elevation of 7.5
ft NAVD88 was met and doors opened at least once per day to allow adult spawner (i.e. salmon heading
upstream to spawn) passage. However, the doors did close at water elevations less than 7.5 ft NAVD88.
During the Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period, floodgate doors were set to close at 9.5 ft
NAVD88, but the floodgate doors did close at water elevations below 9.5 ft NAVD88 and were open
78.9% of the time rather than the required 90% or more. Also during spring, the criterion that water
depth be at least 0.5 feet (0.15 meters) deep for more than 10% of the time across the floodgate sill was
met in WY2014; water depth was greater than 0.5 feet over the sill 100% of the period. During the
Summer Irrigation Period the floodgates were lashed open as required except for a few days when the
doors were closed to facilitate upstream work.
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Table 1: Summary of Fisher Slough floodgate and operational criteria for WY2014.
Floodgate
Operational Period

Fall/Winter Flood
Control
(Oct 1- Feb 28/29)

Goal or Intent of Operations

Criteria Source

WY2014 Data Compared to Criteria and Goal/Intent

Gate SettingsA/: The float control is set to close gates at +7.5 ft
(NAVD88) during Fall/Winter Flood Control period standard
operations.

Fisher Slough Floodgate
Operations and
Maintenance Plan, 2012
The float control was set to close doors at 7.5ft NAVD88. 70.1% of the floodgate
& Fisher Slough Tidal
closures occurred when WSE was greater than 7.5 ft NAVD88. Floodgate doors
Marsh Restoration
were open at least once per day (no data available from Oct 17-20, 2013).
Monitoring and Adaptive
Management Plan, 2010
(Hypothesis 10)

Gate SettingsA/ B/: The float control is set to close at +9.5 ft
(NAVD88) during Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration period
standard operations.

Fisher Slough Floodgate
Operations and
Maintenance Plan, 2012

The float control was set to close doors at 9.5ft NAVD88.

Gate Opening A/ B/: gates shall remain open 90% of the time and
have a minimum closure setting equal to the MHHW elevation for
the site (+9.5 ft NAVD88 = +11.0 ft MLLW).

WDFW HPA No. 114361

Floodgate doors were not open 90% of the time during normal operational periods.
They were open 78.8% of the time (any one door open). 52.8% of the floodgate
closures occurred when WSE was less than the required minimum closure criterion
(9.5 ft NAVD88).

juvenile fish passage

Water Velocity: discharge velocity through the floodgate shall not
be greater than 8 ft/sec (2.44 m/sec).

WDFW HPA No. 114361

Not analyzed in WY2014.

juvenile fish passage

Water Depth: depth associated with low tide conditions shall not
be less than 0.5 ft (0.15 meters) for more than 10% of the time
across the sill or openings of floodgate structures.

WDFW HPA No. 114361

Water depth exceeded minimum depth criterion (0.5 feet or 0.15 meters) 100% of
the time.

Fisher Slough Floodgate
Operations and
Maintenance Plan, 2012

The floodgates were lashed open and the submerged flapgate was open with the
following exception: The floodgate control was disengaged and the doors were
closed for nine days Sept 21 to Sept 29, 2014 for upstream activities. The
floodgates were set to the Fall/Winter setting on Sept 29, after which there were
two additional doors closures before the end of the period. The floodgate doors
were open 93.1% of the time including the Sept closure.

maintain flood storage in
marsh and ensure floodgates
open daily for adult spawner
passage

maximize juvenile fish
passage and tidal exchange,
while maintaining some
flood storage capacity in the
marsh
Spring Juvenile
Chinook Migration
(March 1-May 31)

Summer Irrigation
(June 1-Sept 30)

Setting or Performance Criteria

maximize fish passage and
tidal exchange

A/

Gate SettingsA/ B/: All three flood gates are propped or lashed in
fully open position. Submerged flapgate is fully opened.

Except during those instances when the NOAA Hydrologic Prediction Service web-page shows that the predicted flood flow in the Skagit River at the Mount Vernon gage is above 28 feet and for up to 7 days after Skagit River has
dropped below 28 feet. Under these flood contingency conditions, the floodgate float can be disengaged so that the floodgate doors close anytime there is flow moving upstream or when water levels are higher downstream of the
floodgate than upstream of the floodgate. This serves as flood protection to prevent high Skagit River flows from backing up into Fisher Slough and causing flooding.
B/
Except during those instances when the NOAA Hydrologic Prediction Service website shows that the predicted flow in the Skagit River at the Mount Vernon gage is above 24 feet and for up to 3 days after Skagit River has dropped
below 24 feet. Under these high water contingency conditions, the floodgate float can be disengaged so that the floodgate doors close anytime there is flow moving upstream or when water levels are higher downstream than upstream
of the floodgate. This serves as protection to prevent high Skagit River flows from backing up into Fisher Slough during the time period March 1 through September 30 when there are crops planted in fields adjacent to the levees along
Fisher Slough.
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Introduction
This report describes floodgate monitoring efforts for the Fisher Slough floodgate located in the South
Fork Skagit River tidal delta (Figure 1) and compares monitoring results to floodgate setting and
operation criteria that were established based on fish passage and flood protection needs. We report
results for the monitoring period October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2014, known as Water Year
2014 (WY2014), and include results related to floodgate door openness, water depth, water surface
elevation, and floodgate operation.

Figure 1. Fisher Slough site location.
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Fisher Slough Floodgate and its Operation
The floodgate structure (Figure 2) at Fisher Slough was originally installed to provide flood protection
from Skagit River floods to the Fisher Slough basin. In 2009, old barn-style doors were replaced with a
self-regulating floodgate designed to improve fish passage and tidal exchange through the gates while
still maintaining flood protection. There are three floodgate doors and two submerged flapgates on the
floodgate headwall. The floodgate doors are regulated by a float and arm system that holds the doors
open up to a certain water level (depending on the setting of the float). The float is located upstream of
the floodgate headwall and the water level upstream of the floodgate determines when the float
engages. When the water level upstream of the floodgate is lower than the float setting, the float is in
the down position and the arms hold the floodgate doors open. When the upstream water level rises
above the float setting the float rises, the arms on the floodgate doors retract, and the doors swing free.
The water level up- and downstream of the floodgate headwall is generally at the same level when the
float is triggered and the arms retract. The float can also be disengaged (chained in the “up” position) so
that the doors swing freely at any water level. Any situation in which the doors swing free is referred to
as the “gravity system” in this report.
The float can be set so that the doors are propped open at any water level. There is no mechanism by
which to hold the floodgate doors closed; they are either: 1) held open below a certain water level and
free-swinging above that water level, or 2) free-swinging at all water levels. When free swinging or
operating in the gravity system, the gates close when the water level is higher on the river (downstream)
side of the headwall than on the slough (upstream) side, and open when the water level is higher on the
slough side of the headwall. The submerged flapgates are located below the middle and southern
floodgate doors. The southern flapgate can be propped open during summer to provide fish passage
when water levels fall below the floodgate sills.

Management and Performance Criteria
A Water Year has three operational periods with differing floodgate setting and performance criteria
specified in Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA) No.
114361-5 and the Fisher Slough Floodgate Operation and Maintenance Plan, 2012 (O&M Manual). The
setting and performance criteria for each of these time periods are shown in Table 1, above. These
criteria were set based on both adult and juvenile fish passage, marsh restoration and flood protection
needs as reviewed by the Fisher Slough Technical Advisory Committee and agreed upon by Dike District
3, WDFW and TNC.
The Fisher Slough Floodgate Operations and Maintenance Plan was finalized on January 23, 2012 and
outlines the operations and maintenance procedures, schedules and contingency plans for the
regulatory compliance of floodgate operations. There are several flood scenarios and corresponding
floodgate management contingencies outlined in the O&M manual. Dike District 3 and TNC monitored
the Skagit River levels at the NOAA Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service web-page to determine
potential flood or high water levels and adjust the floodgate setting accordingly.
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Figure 2. Location of floodgate and data loggers at the Pioneer Highway crossing on Fisher Slough.
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General Methods
This section describes general collection methods for each data type.
Onsite data loggers (e.g., level loggers, potentiometers) were used to collect data immediately upstream
and downstream of the Fisher Slough floodgate (Figure 2). Data types reported are water surface
elevation and floodgate door angle openness. Water temperature measurement was integrated with
loggers used to measure water surface elevation, but we do not report water temperature results in this
floodgate operations report. All data loggers record the time in Pacific Daylight (Savings) Time (PDT) and
are kept in that time mode even during periods when Pacific Standard Time (PST) is in place. All times
listed in this report are in PDT and are one hour ahead of the calendar time from November 3, 2013
through March 9, 2014.
At the start of WY2014 the WSE data loggers, floodgate door potentiometers and the data
communication system were retrofitted. The old monitoring devices were replaced with new data
loggers and each is described below.

Water Surface Elevation
Campbell Scientific pressure transducer data loggers (model CS500) are located on both the upstream
and downstream face of the floodgate headwall (Figure 2). These data loggers measure both water level
and water temperature. They were installed on November 26, 2013, replacing the INW AquaStar (model
PS9805) data loggers that were in use the past five years. A Campbell Scientific data monitor (model
CR1000 with communication software version PC200W) was used to store and download data. Data are
processed within the data logger and the results are converted to the desired units for water level and
temperature. Downloaded data contains values for water surface elevation (WSE) at the upstream and
downstream sides of the floodgate. A web-based remote access communication system was installed by
MeasureTek on October 21, 2013. This transmits data to a base station located at MeasureTek’s facility.
Data is then accessed via the internet for real time data viewing and data downloads. A solar panel (seen
in upper left corner of cover page photo) was installed on the downstream side of the floodgate to
provide energy to charge to the battery that powers the system. This solar panel was stolen on or about
May 2, 2014. Electrical power to run the system was then hardwired to a new utility pole on June 4,
2014.
WSE values are reported in feet NAVD88 and recorded every five minutes. Results files were written to
report WSE values for 5 minute, 1 hour, and 1 day intervals. Files (other than 5 minute records) show
average, minimum, and maximum values.
Spot measurements of WSE immediately upstream and downstream of the floodgate were made on
days when SRSC downloaded floodgate monitoring data from October 1 to September 9, 2014. WSE was
spot-measured from a staff gage located adjacent to the railroad trestle downstream of the floodgate
structure and from a staff gage mounted on the upstream side of the floodgate headwall. Spot
measurement results were plotted against the WSE recorded by the floodgate monitoring data logger to
check logger accuracy.
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Floodgate Door Angle Openness
New MeasureTek Custom Gate potentiometers were installed on October 21, 2013 and were used to
measure floodgate door angle openness for each of the three floodgate doors (Figure 3).
Potentiometers are mounted near the top of the hinge on each floodgate door. A Campbell Scientific
data monitor (model CR1000 with communication software version PC200W) was used to store and
download the data. Downloaded data contain values for the angle of openness for each floodgate door
in degrees. Completely closed doors have a measurement angle of zero degrees. Doors completely open
(i.e., at a right angle to the face of the floodgate bulkhead wall) measure 90 degrees. A minimum door
angle measurement of 5 degrees (equivalent to an opening width of slightly more than 10 inches) is
used to define an ‘open’ floodgate door. Because each of the three floodgate doors open and close at
slightly different times we calculated data for ‘doors open’ as any one door being open. Conversely we
calculated the floodgate closures as the time and WSE when the last of the three doors closed.
Data were recorded every five minutes. Results files were written to report door angle openness values
for 5 minute, 1 hour, and 1 day intervals. Files (other than 5 minute records) show average, minimum,
and maximum values.
Spot checks of floodgate door angle openness were not made in WY2014. The new configuration of
brackets and hardware attaching the potentiometer to the floodgate headwall prevented using the
protractor (as described in Henderson & Beamer 2014) to measure the actual degree of angle openness.
Floodgate doors were periodically re-calibrated to zero degrees when doors were observed shut during
a visual inspection.
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Figure 3. Fisher Slough floodgate doors.

Water Depth
The water depth across the sill or opening of the floodgate doors was calculated from WSE results
described above. The minimum water depth criterion stated in the HPA for the Spring Juvenile Chinook
Migration Period is 0.5 feet over the top of the sill at a low tide period. The elevation of the sill is 4.3 feet
NAVD88 so the minimum elevation requirement is met with a WSE level of 4.8 feet NAVD88 or greater.
WSE data from the upstream pressure transducer was used for these calculations.

Skagit River and Nookachamps Creek Gage Height
Because Skagit River flows influence WSE at Fisher Slough, predictions of Skagit River gage height are a
condition of floodgate management. Allowances are made in the O&M Manual to disengage the
floodgate doors when the Skagit River is predicted to rise above either 24 ft or 28 ft NAVD88 at the
USGS gage at Mount Vernon during different operational periods. This floodgate management practice
protects areas upstream of the floodgate site from Skagit River backwater flooding. We included in this
report Skagit River daily mean gage height results for WY2014 (Appendix 2 Table 1 and Appendix 2
Figure 1) to compare with changes to floodgate operation settings (recorded in the operations log),
although
the
actual
measured
daily
mean
river
levels
(http://waterdata.usgs.gov/wa/nwis/uv/?station=12200500) do not always show the highest level the
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river reached on a given day nor do they always match the predicted river levels. Predicted river levels
change as the weather forecast changes and the ability to change floodgate settings is guided by the
predicted river levels.
Several lowland watersheds (Carpenter Creek and tributaries, Fisher Creek and tributaries) contribute to
water level and flow rates in Fisher Slough from areas upstream of the floodgate site. There are no realtime stream gages in these watersheds, but there is a non-real-time stream flow gage operated by USGS
on Nookachamps Creek (located immediately east of Carpenter and Fisher Creek watersheds). We used
Nookachamps Creek stream flow data expressed as daily mean gage height
(http://waterdata.usgs.gov/wa/nwis/uv/?station=12200100) as a surrogate for relative stream flow for
watersheds upstream of the floodgate site (Appendix 3 Figure 1). While the Nookachamps watershed
area is larger (69.8 square miles upstream of the USGS gage) than the watershed area contributing
tributary and drainage flow into Fisher Slough (~25 square miles), both areas have similar raindominated hydrographs and elevations due to their adjacency. The Nookachamps gage is a reasonable
surrogate for characterizing the temporal patterns of stream flow contributing to Fisher Slough within
water years, but not for discharge quantity due to the difference in watershed size.

General Results
Instrument Measurement Accuracy
In this section we report results from comparisons of field-based spot observations to data logger
measurements to determine instrument measurement accuracy. We compare water surface elevation
both upstream and downstream of the floodgate structure.
Water Surface Elevation
Spot measurements of WSE observed on staff gages at the Fisher Slough floodgate indicate that data
logger (level logger-based) calculations of WSE are accurate and within approximately ±0.1 ft resolution
at both up- and downstream sites (Figure 4).
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A.

Fisher Slough WSE comparison at upstream side of the floodgate
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Recorded WSE NAVD88 ft

10
y = 0.9967x + 0.0996
R² = 0.998
9
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Observed gage height NAVD88 ft

B.

Fisher Slough WSE comparison at downstream side of the floodgate
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Recorded WSE NAVD88 ft

10

y = 1.031x - 0.2601
R² = 0.9964
9
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7

6
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11

Observed gage height NAVD88 ft

Figure 4. Comparison of observed staff gage height (x-axis) and data logger-measured values (y-axis) of
WSE immediately upstream (panel A) and downstream (panel B) of the floodgate at Fisher Slough in
WY2014. Solid black lines are 1:1 ratio, dashed red lines are regression lines, and blue diamonds are field
observations of gage height versus WSE recorded by floodgate data logger. Spot measured WSE
observations were recorded prior to any calibration of floodgate door monitoring equipment. Log of
calibrations is shown in Appendix 1 Table 2.
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Fall/Winter Flood Control Period, October 1 – February 28/29
Methods
New potentiometers were installed on the floodgate door hinge pins on October 21, 2013. Data from
October 1 to October 16, 2013 was provided by MeasureTek. This data set was recorded by the original
potentiometers which contained faulty degrees of angle openness for the south door (Beamer &
Henderson 2012 and 2013, Henderson & Beamer 2014), and therefore was not used in the analysis.
Data from October 17 to October 20, 2013 was not provided. Therefore, the data we report covers
October 21, 2013 through the end of February, 2014, except from 0800 hrs to approximately 1410 hrs
on November 26, 2013 when new WSE data loggers were installed on both the up- and downstream
sides of the floodgate. The data from this time period was removed from the data set prior to analysis.

Analysis Methods
For the one criterion (Table 1) specified for the Fall/Winter Flood Control Period, minimum floodgate
closure setting, we calculated:
o Percent of time WSE was less than 7.5 ft NAVD88 immediately downstream1 of the Fisher Slough
floodgate structure with at least one of the three floodgate doors open
Though not specified as criteria, but relevant to fish passage (especially upstream movement of adult
salmon), we also calculated the following statistics during the Fall/Winter Flood Control Period:
o Number of days out of total that the floodgates were open at least once per day.
o Percent of time doors were open
o Average (and standard deviation) of floodgate door angle openness in degrees (only for
observations when doors were open)

Results
Floodgate Operations
Normal floodgate settings for the Fall/Winter Flood Control Period were adhered to for the entire
operational period of WY2014. The settings for the floodgate controls were changed on September 28,
2013.This was done two days earlier than normal due to a predicted river level of 28 ft at the Mount
Vernon gage as part of an early fall flood event. Further adjustments were made on December 9 and 17,
2013 when it was noticed that the floodgates were closings when the WSE was less than 7.5 ft
(Appendix 1 Table 1). The floodgate remained engaged for the entire time period.

1

Although the float mechanism triggering door closure is on the upstream side of the floodgate headwall, the
cause and need for door closure is from backwater flooding, either tidal or Skagit River discharge, which comes
from the downstream side of the headwall. Thus, we used WSE results on the downstream side of the headwall to
calculate results for this HPA criterion. Independent of gate closure setting level, floodgate doors are always
capable of opening to drain water in the downstream direction due to head or water pressure differences created
by runoff from the upstream side of the headwall.
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Floodgate Door Openness
o During the normal operation period, the percent of time WSE was less than 7.5 ft NAVD88
immediately downstream of the Fisher Slough floodgate structure with at least one of the three
floodgate doors was open = 96.5%2.
o The floodgates were open at least once per day every day between October 21, 2013 and
February 28, 2014 (total of 131 days)3.
o The number of floodgate closures (i.e. doors went from open to closed) and the percent of
those closures that occurred when WSE was greater than 7.5 ft NAVD882 immediately
downstream of the Fisher Slough floodgate structure (Figure 5):
 All three doors closed = 197 (70.1%)
o Mean door angle openness (standard deviation) and number of observations by door for the
time period (when the door was open):
 North door = 25.9 (16.9) degrees, n=24,494
 Middle door = 20.2 (14.5) degrees, n=23,436
 South door = 31.9 (18.7) degrees, n=24,647
Water Surface Elevation at Downstream Floodgate when
doors close during Fall/Winter Flood Control Period
90
80
80

Number of Observations

70
60

59
50

50
40
30
20
10

3

2

1

1

1

0

WSE NAVD88 ft

Figure 5. Water surface elevation (NAVD88 ft) immediately downstream of the floodgate when the
doors closed during the Fall/Winter Flood Control Period of WY2014. The red line shows where 7.6 feet
(7.5 + 0.1 ft for instrument measurement error) is located. The number above each bar indicates the
number of observations in that bin.
2

Based on observed instrument measurement resolution shown in Figure 4, we used the WSE criterion (7.5 ft
NAVD88) plus 0.1 feet to calculate this statistic.
3

From October 1 – 16, 2013 either or both the north and middle door was open at least once per day also.
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Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period, March 1 – May 31
Methods
The data we report covers March 1 through May 31, 2014. On March 11, 2014 an attempt was made to
calibrate the WSE at the Upstream Floodgate data logger. The observed water level was 10.6 ft while
the data recorded value was 10.5 ft. In an attempt to fine tune the data logger, the correct value of 10.6
ft was entered into the calibration page of the web access site at 1202 hrs. SRSC completed the monthly
scheduled data downloads within the Fisher Slough project area and then rechecked the WSE at the
floodgate logger prior to leaving the area. The recorded value at that time was 9.6 ft not 10.6 ft. A
second attempt to calibrate the WSE was done at 1402 hrs entering 10.4 ft, as the water level had
dropped slightly. The web access site then displayed the correct number. Data recorded for this 2-hour
time period were adjusted to the correct values before any analysis was computed.

Analysis Methods
There are four criteria to evaluate during the Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period (Table 1): 1)
floodgate door openness, 2) minimum floodgate closure setting, 3) water depth, and 4) water velocity.
We calculated:
o Percent of time WSE was less than 9.5 ft NAVD88 immediately downstream4 of the Fisher Slough
floodgate structure with at least one of the three floodgate doors open
o Percent of time doors were open
o Average (and standard deviation) of floodgate door angle openness in degrees (only for
observations when doors were open)
o Percent of time water depth across the floodgate sill was greater than 0.5 feet
o Average (and standard deviation) depth of water across the floodgate sill
Water depth and door angle openness were fully evaluated per the criteria. The water velocity criterion
was not evaluated in WY2014 per an agreement with TNC.

Results
Floodgate Operations
Normal operations, i.e., floodgate setting adjusted to close at 9.5 ft NAVD88, were adhered to for the
entire time period with the exception of: the floodgate was disengaged between April 16 and 17, 2014
for maintenance to replace a shaft and bearing on the control arm.
A high water event for the Skagit River was predicted on NOAA’s Flood Prediction website for the river
to reach a level of 25 ft NAVD88 on March 9 and 10, 2014, a river prediction level that allows for the
option of floodgate disengagement. However, the floodgate settings were not altered from the normal
settings for the Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period.

4

Based on observed instrument measurement resolution shown in Figure 4, we used the WSE criterion (9.5 ft
NAVD88) plus 0.1 feet to calculate this statistic.
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Floodgate Door Openness
During normal operation for this time period, the floodgate should have a minimum door closure setting
of 9.5 ft NAVD88 and be open at least 90% of the time. During WY2014 for the Spring Juvenile Chinook
Migration Period:
o The number of floodgate closures (i.e., doors went from open to closed) and the percent of
those closures that occurred when WSE was greater than 9.5 ft NAVD885 immediately
downstream of the Fisher Slough floodgate structure (Figure 6):
 All three doors closed = 106 (47.2%)
o The percent of time when at least one of the three floodgate doors was open = 78.9%
o The percent of time that each of the floodgate doors was open:
 North door = 78.9%
 Middle door = 78.8%
 South door = 78.9%
o Mean door angle openness (standard deviation) and number of observations by door for the
time period when the door was open:
 North door = 37.3 (13.5) degrees, n=20,884
 Middle door = 32.3 (14.5) degrees, n=20,858
 South door = 45.3 (17.2) degrees, n=20,884
Water Surace Elevation at Downstream Floodgate when
doors close during Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period

Number Of Observations

60
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50
40
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30
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WSE NAVD88 ft

Figure 6. Water surface elevation (NAVD88 ft) immediately downstream of the floodgate when the
doors closed during the Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period of WY2014. The red line shows where
9.6 feet (9.5 + 0.1 ft for instrument measurement error) is located. The number above each bar indicates
the number of observations in that bin.
5

Based on observed instrument measurement resolution shown in Figure 4, we used the WSE criterion (9.5 ft
NAVD88) plus 0.1 feet to calculate this statistic.
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Water Depth
We found water depth across the floodgate sill to be greater than 0.5 feet 100% of the time. Average
(and standard deviation) of water depth across the floodgate sill was 4.58 (1.07) feet.

Summer Irrigation Period, June 1 – September 30
Methods
An electrical storm caused a glitch in MeasureTek’s server that receives floodgate data and runs the
floodgate website. As a result data was lost from August 25 at 00:45 to August 26 at 08:45.
The floodgate was disengaged September 21 to 29, 2014 to manage water levels for a dead alder tree
removal project upstream of the floodgate. The floodgate was operated as a gravity system but the
doors remained closed due to low tributary runoff. Data showed that the south door was open with a
recorded angle open of 12 to 18 degrees even though the door was observed shut. A conversion factor
was applied to the data to correct the degree of openness during this time period.

Analysis Methods
Only one criterion is specified in the HPA for the Summer Irrigation Period: floodgates are to be propped
or lashed open during this time period. Therefore, we calculated:
o Floodgate door opening
 Percent of time when at least one door was open for the entire time period
 Percent of time doors were open:
 When operated as normal
 When operated as gravity system
 Average (and standard deviation) of floodgate door angle openness in degrees (only for
observations where doors were open):
 When operated as normal
 When operated as gravity system

Results
Floodgate Operations
The floodgate settings were adjusted for the Summer Irrigation Period on May 30, 2014 (one day earlier
than required). The small flapgate under the south door was opened on June 1, 2014 at 0900 hrs. The
floodgate doors were cabled open to prevent closures May 30 – September 29, 2014. This was not done
in previous years, and implemented this year due to problems experienced during summer 2013 with
floodgate doors slamming shut despite the float being adjusted to the highest setting. A more long term
solution to floodgate door slamming is being developed.
Normal operations were adhered to for the summer operational period with the exception of: the
floodgate was disengaged and the flapgate under the south door was closed from 0800 hrs on
September 21 through 1300 hrs on September 29, 2014 to facilitate a project to remove dead alder
trees in the area upstream of the floodgate. The floodgate was re-engaged and set to the Fall/Winter
Flood Control Period on September 29, two days before the end of the operational period.
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Floodgate Door Openness
During normal operation for this time period, the floodgate should be propped or lashed open. During
WY2014 for the Summer Irrigation Period:
o Overall there was at least one floodgate door open 93.1% of the time period. Disregarding the
time when the floodgates were operating as a gravity system (see below) at least one floodgate
was open 100% of the time.
o During the time when the floodgate was disengaged and operated as a gravity system from
September 21-29, there was one closure (i.e., doors went from open to closed), occurring at
6.15 ft NAVD88. The floodgate doors remained closed for those nine days.
o During the time when the floodgate was operated as normal there were a total of two floodgate
closures, happening September 29 and 30, 2014, both when the WSE was greater than 9.0 ft
NAVD88 immediately downstream of the floodgate structure.
Overall, the north, middle and south doors were open 93.0%, 92.8% and 93.1% of the time, respectively.
These results include the 10-day period at the end of September when the floodgates were operating as
a gravity system and the doors were closed. Breakdown of the percent of time doors were open by
period:
o Percent of time north door was open:
 When operated as normal period = 99.7%
 When operated as gravity system= 3.0%
o Percent of time middle door was open:
 When operated as normal period = 99.8%
 When operated as gravity system = 0.3%
o Percent of time south door was open:
 When operated as normal period = 100.0%
 When operated as gravity system = 0.3%
Mean door angle openness (and standard deviation) by door and period, and number of observations:
o North door:
 When operated as normal period = 50.7 (5.8) degrees, n=31,538
 When operated as gravity system = 18.4 (7.9) degrees, n=72
o Middle door:
 When operated as normal period = 62.1 (6.7) degrees, n=31,539
 When operated as gravity system = 13.80 (19.0) degrees, n=8
o South door:
 When operated as normal period = 85. 5 (9.6) degrees, n=31,618
 When operated as gravity system = 17.3 (28.8) degrees, n=8
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Discussion, Conclusions, & Recommendations
Comparison of Floodgate Results with Criteria from the HPA and O&M Manual
In this section we discuss how well Fisher Slough floodgate operation in WY2014 met defined criteria for
the site.
Fall/Winter Flood Control Period
The O&M manual specifies that “float control is set to close gates at +7.5ft (NAVD 88) during Fall/Winter
Flood Control period standard operations” and the HPA refers to the O&M manual. The intent of the
setting was to maintain flood storage in marsh and ensure floodgates open daily for adult spawner
passage. In the late fall when tributary runoff is low and tides dominate site hydrology, the tides can
come in and close the floodgate doors and the tributary runoff is not sufficient to push the doors open.
In these conditions, the floodgate doors can remain shut for days at a time, blocking adult spawner
passage. The setting was intended to pop the doors open at least once per day during low tide. The
Fisher Slough floodgates were set to close at 7.5 ft NAVD88 on September 28, 2013. Because the site
hydrology is complex (with tributary flow, river level, and tide/tidal exchange changing daily) and the
floodgate operations are dependent on water levels that control the float, as well as on hydraulic forces
that push against the doors, getting the gates to close at the exact same water level on any given day is
impossible. With an exact float setting to achieve door closure at a particular WSE every day not
possible, the goal remains to find a setting that allows the doors to close when the WSE is approximately
7.5 ft NAVD88.
Minimum floodgate closure elevation: Under normal operation during this period (i.e., not flood
contingency) the floodgate should close at a WSE of 7.5 ft NAVD88. This means when WSE is less than
7.5 ft NAVD88 immediately downstream of the floodgate structure, at least one of the three floodgate
doors should be open. We found that 70.1% of the floodgate closures occurred when WSE was greater
than 7.5 ft NAVD88. Adjustments to the floodgate float control mechanism were done on December 9
and 17, 2013 when TNC observed that the doors were closing when the WSE was lower than 7.5 feet.
After the final adjustment to the float setting, all closures occurred when the WSE was greater than or
equal to 7.5 feet. At least one of the three floodgate doors was open 96.5% of the time that the WSE
elevation was less than 7.5 ft NAVD88, and the doors opened at least once per day allowing passage for
adult spawners.
Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period
Not all of the Fisher Slough floodgate criteria were met for the Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period
in WY2014. Four criteria are defined for this period: minimum floodgate closure elevation, percent of
time floodgate doors are open, water depth, and water velocity. The analysis in previous years (Beamer
& Henderson 2012 & 2013; Henderson & Beamer 2014) shows that water velocity has not approached
8ft/sec (the HPA criterion); therefore water velocity was not measured in WY2014.
Minimum floodgate closure elevation: Under normal operation during this period (i.e., not flood
contingency) the floodgate should be set to close at a WSE of 9.5 ft NAVD88. This means when WSE is
less than 9.5 ft NAVD88 immediately downstream of the floodgate structure, at least one of the three
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floodgate doors should be open, and floodgate closures should only occur when WSE is 9.5 ft NAV88 or
higher. We found that more than half (52.8%) of floodgate closures during this period occurred with
WSE less than 9.5 ft NAVD88 (Figure 6). The hydraulic forces on the floodgate doors were causing the
doors to slam shut despite an adjustment to the float setting (Appendix 1 Table 1), even though at other
times and hydrologic regimes during this and other spring migration periods the same float setting
allowed the doors to stay open to water levels much greater than 9.5 ft NAVD88.
Percent of time floodgate doors are open: The intent of the floodgate setting requirement above is to
make sure the floodgates are open at least 90% of the time. Floodgate doors were not open more than
90% of the time (the criterion for door openness) during the Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period.
We found that 78.9% of the time one of the three doors was open.
Water depth: The minimum water depth criterion was the only one of the three criteria analyzed in
WY2014 to be met. The minimum depth was always greater than 0.5 feet over the top of the floodgate
sill.
Summer Irrigation Period
The requirement to prop or lash the Fisher Slough floodgates open during the Summer Irrigation Period
was met with the exception of a few days when water levels were being managed for a maintenance
project upstream.
The floodgates were open 93.1% of the entire operational period (any one door open) when including
the time the floodgates were operating as a gravity system to facilitate maintenance work, and were
open 100% of the time during the remainder of the period. The floodgate was disengaged on September
21 and remained closed for nine days (until September 29) so Dike District 3 could conduct a
maintenance project to remove dead alder trees in the area upstream of the floodgate. The floodgate
was re-engaged and set to the Fall/Winter Flood Control Period on September 29 (two days prior to the
end of the operational period). There were two additional door closures on September 29 and 30, 2014.
While conducting maintenance projects during the Summer Irrigation Period might be a logical time to
do so (i.e., most of the juvenile Chinook salmon have migrated from the tidal delta to the nearshore
environment by this time), disengaging the floodgate to help reduce the water elevation upstream of
the floodgate will always result in the doors not being open 100% of the time.

Comparison Across Years of Study
During the Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration period of WY2014, adjustments to floodgate settings were
similar to water years 2012 and 2013. In WY2012 the frame setting started at 12.5 ft with a final position
at 15.7 ft (Beamer & Henderson 2013), while in WY2013 the setting started at 13.5 ft and adjusted to a
final position of 15.3 ft (Henderson & Beamer 2014). In WY2014 the frame setting started at 12.0 feet
and was adjusted to 15.0 ft. This was then re-adjusted a week later on March 8, 2014 to a frame setting
of 14.5 when TNC noted that the floodgate doors were still open at approximately 20 degrees when the
observed WSE was at 11.9 ft up- and downstream of the floodgate. As the floodgate operation was
similar in all water years we speculate that the differences in door closures was likely caused by flow
dynamics at the floodgate site caused by different river and tributary flows each year. Carpenter Creek
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and Fisher Creek tributaries contribute to water levels in Fisher Slough upstream of the floodgates. Since
there is no real time stream gage in these watersheds the USGS gage on Nookachamps Creek (located
immediately east of Carpenter and Fisher Creeks watershed) is used as a proxy. Flows in WY2014 were
generally lower than in WY2012 and WY2013 except for two high flow events during the first portion of
March (Figure 7). In WY2013 there were 17 floodgate door closures, 100% of them occurring when the
WSE was greater than 9.5 ft NAVD88.
Some combination of tide, river, and tributary hydrology create the conditions that close the floodgate
doors at a setting for any specific elevation. These hydrologic forces vary temporally. Tides occur in
predictable cycles, most notably in spring and neap tide series which vary over short periods (weeks).
River and tributary flows vary daily, seasonally, or longer. The difference in gate closure between
WY2012, WY2013 and WY2014 may be a result of year to year variation. In a year with high river and
tributary flow, tidal processes are less of a forcing factor for closing the door – thus the door stays open.
In a year with lower river and tributary flow, tide is more of a factor and the door closes sometimes. The
lesson learned is that the interplay of tides with river and tributary flows and their inter-year variability
affect the way the gates operate from year to year. Fully achieving floodgate operational criteria does
not necessarily mean all floodgate performance criteria will be achieved (Table 1). This knowledge
should be included in any decisions for adaptively managing floodgate operation.
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A. Skagit River at Mount Vernon during the Spring Juvenile Chinook
Migration Period of WY2012, WY2013 and WY2014

Gage Height NAVD88 ft

30

25

20

15

WY 2012
WY 2013
WY 2014

10

3/1

3/16

B.

3/31

4/15

4/30

5/15

5/30

Nookachamps Creek near Clear Lake during the Spring Juvenile
Chinook Migration Period of WY2012, WY2013 and WY2014

Gage Height NAVD88 ft

30

25

20

WY 2012

15

WY 2013
WY 2014

10
3/1

3/16

3/31

4/15

4/30

5/15

5/30

Figure 7. Skagit River at Mount Vernon (panel A) and Nookachamps Creek near Clear Lake (panel B) gage
heights during the Spring Juvenile Chinook Migration Period of WY2012, WY2013 and WY2014. In panel
A the solid red line indicates the flood stage at 28 ft NADV88 and the dashed red line indicates 24 ft
NAVD88 (the high water threshold at which the floodgate can be disengaged if there are crops planted
in fields adjacent to the levee). There is not an established WSE level for flood stage at the
Nookachamps Creek gage site.
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Recommendation
We recommend future floodgate operation be discussed by the decision-making body for the Fisher
Slough floodgate. This is in response to our finding that fully achieving floodgate operational criteria
does not necessarily mean all floodgate performance criteria will be achieved. Because the floodgate
has operational and performance criteria (Table 1), future management of the floodgate could be
discussed from a basis of pros and cons, using either criteria for an approach to decision-making for
adaptively managing floodgate operation. Some balance between both approaches should be pursued.
We discuss the approaches below.
1. Floodgate operation criteria approach: achieve floodgate operational criteria and accept a
variance in achieving desired floodgate performance criteria. A downside of this might be not
achieving desired ecological (fish passage, tidal exchange) and flood storage goals for the area.
2. Floodgate performance criteria approach: achieve desired floodgate performance through gate
adjustments as necessary. The sophisticated monitoring equipment currently being used on the
floodgate provides “real time” measurements of the floodgate’s performance, so knowing there
is a need for gate adjustments is now possible without significant lags in time. A downside of
this might be frequent gate setting adjustments if hydrologic processes affecting the gate
change frequently throughout the season.
We also recommend that a method for determining angle of openness of floodgate doors be developed
that is compatible with the current configuration of potentiometer position on the door hinge pins. This
needs to be done to verify the accuracy of the floodgate data monitor angle openness.
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Appendix 1. Fisher Slough Floodgate Operation and Calibration Logs
Appendix 1 Table 1. Operations and maintenance log for Fisher Slough floodgate in WY2014 (October 1,
2013 through September 30, 2014). Note: frame setting is used to keep a record of floodgate settings
from year to year and between operational periods. This frame setting elevation does not relate to
actual water surface elevations.
Time

Change to float setting

Frame
Setting (ft
NAVD88)

Float was lowered for fall/winter operations
period and small flapgate was closed. This was
done a couple days ahead of schedule because
of a predicted river height of 28 feet as part of
an early fall flood event. Gate setting was put
to 11.0. Floodgate O&M plan states we can
set floodgates as low as 10.5 NAVDD during
Fall/Winter operations. Gates were set at 12.0
during last Fall/Winter Flood Control Period
because of an issue with the hydraulic cylinder
box, with no resulting problems. Hydraulic
cylinder box placement has been changed so
we started this fall/winter operations period
with a setting of 11.0 based on what has been
learned during previous Fall/Winter operations
periods.

11

10:45

12/9/2013

4:00 PM

Kris Knight
and Joelene
Boyd

Raised floodgate setting from 11.0 to 11.5 feet
because gates were closing at 7.0 WSE rather
than desired 7.5 WSE

11.5

12/17/2013

11:35
AM

Kris Knight

Raised floodgate setting from 11.5 to 12.0
after seeing gates were closing with WSE
upstream approximately 7.3 ft. Target is 7.5 ft.

12

9:30 AM

Kris Knight,
Dave Olson
and Brad
Smith

Raised floodgate setting from 12.0 to 15.0 for
spring operations period.

15

Kris Knight

Lowered floodgate setting to half foot to a
frame setting of 14.5 after noting on 3/7/14
that floodgates were still being held open ~20
degrees by arms when water elevation as 11.9
upstream and downstream of gates

14.5

3/1/2014

3/8/2014

January 2015

12:00
PM

29

Fall/Winter Flood Control

9/28/2013

Dave Olson
and Kris
Knight

Period

Spring Juvenile Chinook
Migration

Date

Name of
person
completing
work

Time

4/16/2014

5:00 PM

Leo Kuntz

Unsure of exact time but floodgates were
disengaged overnight related to maintenance
activities to replace a shaft and bearing.

NA

14.5

NA

Change to float setting

Frame
Setting (ft
NAVD88)

10:00
AM

Leo Kuntz

5/30/2014

unknown

Leo Kuntz

Floodgates set to be permanently open for
summer season

6/1/2014

~9am

9/21/2014

8am

Dave Olson
Dave Olson
and Darrin
Morrison

Small flapgate opened under south floodgate
Disengaged floodgates and closed small
flapgate to complete alder removal work
upstream of floodgates

Dave Olson
and Brad
Smith

Floodgates were re-engaged after
maintenance activities in the estuary were
completed (alder removal). The plan is to
maintain this setting through the fall/winter
operations per decision by Dike District 3.
Gates will generally stay open past 9.5 ft
NAVD88 WSE. Per operations agreement,
gates will be disengaged if flood is forecasted.
Flapgate is closed and will remain closed for
the winter.

9/29/2014

January 2015

1pm

30

NA
NA
Summer Irrigation

4/17/2014

Unsure of exact time but floodgates were reengaged morning of 4/17/14 after completing
maintenance activities to replace a shaft and
bearing. Floodgate setting remains same as
before maintenance

Period

Spring juvenile Chinook
Migration

Date

Name of
person
completing
work

14.5

Appendix 1 Table 2. Floodgate monitoring equipment calibration log. All calibrations were made by
Skagit River System Cooperative.

Date

Time

WSE data logger or
potentiometer

Reading
prior to
calibration

Actual
(staff gage
or
estimate
of gate
openness
angle)

Reading
after
change
in
calibrati
on

Comments
new data monitoring system
installed by MeasureTek

10/21/2013
11/4/2013

10:50

11/4/2013

10:50

11/4/2013

10:50

11/4/2013

10:50

11/4/2013

10:50

12/2/2013

11:50

12/4/2013

11:51

12/4/2013

12:15

12/4/2013

12:15

12/4/2013

12:15

1/6/2014

12:30

1/6/2014

12:30

1/6/2014

12:30

1/6/2014

12:30

1/6/2014

12:30

2/11/2014

11:45

2/11/2014

11:45

2/11/2014

11:45

2/11/2014

11:45

2/11/2014

11:45

3/11/2014

12:10

3/11/2014

12:10
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downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)

7.40

7.50

7.40

did not recalibrate

7.11

7.00

7.11

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

8.81

8.75

8.81

did not recalibrate

8.44

8.45

8.44

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

9.68

9.55

9.68

did not recalibrate

7.72

7.65

7.72

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

0.00

0.00

0.00

did not recalibrate

7.084

6.95

7.084

did not recalibrate

7.006

7.05

7.006

did not recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate

28.57

28.57

25.89

25.89

46.88

46.88

10.52

10.50

10.52

10.60

10.50

9.67

31

did not recalibrate
calibrated but incorrect
number appeared

Date

Time

3/11/2014

12:10

3/11/2014

12:10

3/11/2014

12:10

3/11/2014

14:00

3/11/2014

14:10

4/7/2014

11:10

4/7/2014

11:10

4/7/2014

11:10

4/7/2014

11:10

4/7/2014

11:10

5/6/2014

10:00

5/6/2014

10:00

5/6/2014

10:00

5/6/2014

10:00

5/6/2014

10:00

6/4/2014

9:45

6/4/2014

9:45

6/4/2014

9:45

6/4/2014

9:45

6/4/2014

9:45

7/1/2014

9:00

7/1/2014

9:00

7/1/2014

9:00

7/1/2014

9:00

7/1/2014

9:00
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WSE data logger or
potentiometer
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream potentiometer
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)

Reading
prior to
calibration

Actual
(staff gage
or
estimate
of gate
openness
angle)

Reading
after
change
in
calibrati
on

47.03

47.03

44.59

44.59

58.62

58.62

Comments
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate

10.37

10.35

10.37

9.52

10.40

10.40

did not recalibrate
calibrated, correct number
displayed

7.82

7.80

7.82

did not recalibrate

7.85

7.80

7.85

38.35

38.35

34.72

34.72

58.62

58.62

did not recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate

9.57

9.50

9.57

did not recalibrate

9.62

9.55

9.62

41.67

41.67

20.56

20.56

39.20

39.20

did not recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate

9.25

9.25

9.28

did not recalibrate

9.31

9.30

9.31

54.48

54.48

66.26

66.26

81.10

81.10

did not recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate

9.91

9.80

9.99

did not recalibrate

9.94

9.80

9.94

did not recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate

52.43

52.43

64.88

64.88

83.30

83.30
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Date

Time

8/6/2014

9:15

8/6/2014

9:15

8/6/2014

9:15

8/6/2014

9:15

8/6/2014

9:15

9/9/2014

10:15

9/9/2014

10:15

9/9/2014

10:15

9/9/2014

10:15

9/9/2014

10:15
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WSE data logger or
potentiometer
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
downstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
upstream WSE data logger
(ft NAVD88)
north gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
middle gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)
south gate potentiometer
(measured in degrees)

Reading
prior to
calibration

Actual
(staff gage
or
estimate
of gate
openness
angle)

Reading
after
change
in
calibrati
on

6.65

6.65

6.65

did not recalibrate

6.69

6.65

6.69

Comments

43.67

43.67

54.64

54.64

96.30

96.30

did not recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate

7.44

7.50

7.44

did not recalibrate

7.81

7.75

7.81

did not recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate
doors open, did not
recalibrate

54.48

54.48

64.80

64.80

83.00

83.00
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Appendix 2. Skagit River Streamflow Gage Results for WY2014
Appendix 2 Table 1. Mean daily Skagit River gage height (ft) at Mount Vernon, WA (note: text in bold
indicate flows exceeding 24 ft NAVD88). Mean daily gage height does not necessarily reflect peak flows
and river gage data does not necessarily match river high water predictions, which are what floodgate
operations are based on.
Feb
2014

Spring Juvenile
Chinook Migration Period
Mar
Apr
May
2014
2014
2014

Summer Irrigation Period
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
2014
2014
2014
2014

13.61

13.49

13.65

16.26

16.74

18.04

20.07

14.81

11.83

13.93

13.94

13.68

15.48

17.79

18.79

20.90

14.62

11.37

16.12

15.03

13.60

16.08

15.40

18.89

18.99

20.58

14.63

11.97

13.56

15.11

14.91

13.45

18.03

16.01

20.26

19.62

20.30

14.63

12.29

17.52

13.36

14.75

14.46

13.73

19.25

15.61

21.06

19.19

19.18

14.07

12.42

6

17.23

13.71

14.53

14.44

13.81

22.03

15.77

19.40

18.88

18.95

14.21

12.22

7

17.16

14.43

14.28

14.29

14.05

23.04

16.37

18.27

18.21

18.72

13.95

12.03

8

18.11

16.75

14.00

14.59

13.12

20.07

16.02

17.92

17.97

18.97

13.92

12.20

9

17.96

15.44

14.20

15.90

13.05

22.50

17.09

19.17

18.14

19.29

14.16

12.16

10

16.82

14.63

14.13

15.93

13.44

24.54

17.16

19.41

18.37

19.23

13.71

12.15

11

16.09

14.50

14.00

19.53

13.62

21.07

16.26

18.31

17.89

18.80

13.43

11.96

12

14.87

14.47

13.95

22.28

14.33

19.12

15.33

18.21

17.52

17.85

13.42

11.89

13

14.20

15.23

13.91

21.80

14.33

17.88

15.59

18.00

18.47

17.94

12.90

11.74

14

14.03

15.34

13.60

22.02

14.69

17.84

15.58

18.54

18.77

18.14

13.41

12.08

15

13.91

15.02

13.49

19.69

14.39

19.54

15.07

19.79

18.19

18.03

13.40

12.03

16

13.59

16.16

13.38

17.96

15.60

21.22

15.07

20.81

18.31

18.68

13.16

11.86

17

13.26

15.86

13.37

17.08

15.11

22.40

16.79

20.48

18.36

19.04

13.25

11.36

18

13.17

16.09

12.58

16.42

14.54

20.07

18.07

19.43

18.11

18.31

13.20

11.18

19

12.92

20.01

13.07

15.94

14.98

18.61

17.31

18.88

18.14

17.38

13.48

11.81

20

13.02

19.33

13.05

15.57

14.31

18.00

17.13

18.16

18.33

18.98

13.38

12.02

21

13.47

17.01

12.38

15.36

13.95

17.61

17.57

18.28

18.76

17.88

13.12

12.14

22

13.47

15.97

12.98

15.13

14.04

16.92

17.31

18.66

17.92

16.34

12.86

12.21

23

13.25

15.41

14.45

14.92

14.26

16.25

17.10

19.40

18.02

16.14

13.01

11.89

24

13.22

15.04

14.94

14.61

14.11

15.86

17.45

21.00

18.71

17.39

12.91

12.17

25

13.08

14.53

14.40

14.10

13.63

15.51

18.16

20.32

18.95

18.00

12.21

13.19

26

12.59

14.40

14.21

14.45

13.66

15.82

16.75

19.39

18.75

16.80

11.76

13.06

27

12.81

14.12

13.88

14.48

13.61

15.79

16.43

19.21

19.37

16.17

12.63

13.07

28

12.55

13.77

13.43

14.13

14.18

15.71

16.52

18.46

20.23

15.76

12.39

12.55

29

12.32

13.90

13.84

14.18

17.09

16.65

18.44

21.09

15.16

11.96

12.20

30

13.14

13.96

13.93

14.35

18.00

16.48

18.62

20.92

15.09

12.06

12.71

31

13.12

13.07

13.90

17.50

14.97

11.68

Fall/Winter Flood Control Period
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
2013
2013
2013
2014
1

22.04

12.82

14.87

2

20.19

12.99

18.15

3

18.99

14.13

4

18.10

5

Day of
month

January 2015
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Skagit River at Mount Vernon
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20
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Appendix 2 Figure 1. Mean daily gage height (ft) for the Skagit River at Mount Vernon for WY2014 (from
USGS gage #12200500). Solid red line shows the flood stage at 28 ft. Dashed red line shows high water
level at 24 ft when the floodgate can be disengaged during times when there are crops planted in the
fields adjacent to Fisher Slough. Mean daily gage height does not necessarily reflect peak flows and river
gage data does not necessarily match river high water predictions, which are what floodgate operations
are based on.

January 2015
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Appendix 3. Nookachamps Creek Streamflow Gage Results for WY2014

Figure 1. Mean daily gage height (ft) of Nookachamps Creek near Clear Lake for WY2014 (from USGS
gage #12200100).

January 2015
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Appendix 4. NOAA Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service
Figures 1 and 2 show examples of NOAA advanced hydrologic prediction service for the Skagit River in
WY2014 when flows exceeded 24 ft NAVD88.

Appendix 4 Figure 1. Predicted high water event on March 9, 2014, in the Spring Juvenile Chinook
Migration Period, during the time when crops were planted in fields adjacent to the levees at Fisher
Slough. However, the floodgate was not disengaged.

Appendix 4 Figure 2. Predicted high water event on March 10, 2014, in the Spring Juvenile Chinook
Migration Period, during the time when crops were planted in fields adjacent to the levees at Fisher
Slough. However, the floodgate was not disengaged.

January 2015
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